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Abstract 

In recent days Internet of Things (IOT) has grown up dramatically. It has wide range of 

applications. One of its applications is Health care system. IOT helps in managing and 

optimizing of healthcare system. Though it helps in all ways it also brings security problem in 

account. There is lot of privacy issues aroused due to IOT. In some cases it leads to risk the 

patient’s life. To overcome this issue we need an architecture named Internet of Medical Things 

(IOMT). In this paper we have discussed the problems faced by healthcare system and the 

authentication approaches used by Internet of Medical Things. Machine learning approaches 

are used to improvise the system performance. 

Keywords: Internet of Things (IOT), healthcare system, Internet of Medical Things (IOMT), 

authentication, machine learning 

1. Introduction 

The medical field has been growing each and every day with the advancement in current 

trends. The Internet of things plays vital role in health care system [1]. These are categorized 

under Internet of Healthcare system and a special attention is given to Internet of Medication 

things. This is due to the security threats developed in medical field. We use sensors to predict 

the patient’s health condition and these are stored in clouds [2-5]. The privacy issue and 

security threads occur there. This is very handy embedded device which is smart wearable one. 

Eavesdropping and denial of service (DoS) makes IoMT inefficient. These authentication 
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problems must be rectified to improve the system performance. We have to concentrate more 

on authentication, privacy, encryption, insecure interfaces and insecure software [3]. The 

device must be only operated by authenticated users. To preserve the systems security we have 

to ensure the authentication between user and device. This helps to maintain patient’s medical 

history and defend their privacy [4]. The network and system can be maintained with the help 

of public key cryptography. Since the IoT devices are small and wearable they are designed 

with low battery conception this restricts few of cryptographic methods. It requires very high 

security mechanism compare to IoT [5]. 

 

Figure 1. General architecture of IoMT-based Healthcare system 

2. Related Work 

Authentication plays major role in providing security. The main challenge is also 

present in this stage. There are various challenges in providing accurate authentication [6]. The 

remote authentication challenge requires authentication for every action. It monitors the 

authentication regularly and checks for the mismatch. User has to provide proper authentication 

key each and every time and the system checks for the match and provide authorization [7]. 

The security depends on the system verification method. To provide privacy and trust factor 

SVM verification method is used. It provides security by using classifiers [8]. The server 

notifies the user regularly to give a key to get access. It maintains trust factor by establishing a 
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network where it can be completely demonstrated by the user. It performs as per the wish of 

user’s demonstration [9]. The feature classification is made as user’s demonstration. The 

decision making authority is given to the user. The server generates token with real and non-

real SVM classifier [10]. The user has to differentiate it and it is considered as the 

authentication key [11]. Here the user only decides the feature so while differentiation a 

attacker has no knowledge about the SVM so it provides security and privacy. It is based on 

machine learning approach [12]. 

3. Internet Of Medical Things (IOMT) 

The general architecture of Internet of medical things (IoMT) comprises of three stages 

[13]. This is implemented in many recent devices. They are namely, 

Sensor level 

Personal level 

Medical server level 

The sensor level is occupied with the medical devices and sensors. This customs a local 

network called Body Sensor network (BSN) [14]. For wireless communication Radio-

frequency Identification (RFID) [15], Near-field communication (NFC) [16], Bluetooth low 

energy (BLE) [17] is imposed in sensor and personal level. Among this BLE can operate in all 

topologies whereas NFC and RFID can operate in ultra-low energy [18]. Such elements are 

required for our device. 

The personal level server has two devices namely on-body device and off-body device. 

Gadgets such as smart phone, tablet and programmers are considered as on-body devices and 

gateway and routers are considered as off-body devices [19]. The data from sensory level are 

sent to the personal level. These are stored in cloud. This forms a network with medical level 

server. They can be remotely accessible and they should not break because of poor network 
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connection [20]. Doctors can easily monitor their patients remotely and assess them with proper 

medications and required measures.  

3.1 Challenges 

The Internet of medical things (IoMT) faces few challenges that affect the system 

performance they are  

a) Postural body movement 

b) Temperature rise 

c) Energy efficiency 

d) Transmission range 

e) Heterogeneous environment 

f) Quality of service 

3.2 Security And Privacy Requirements Of Internet Of Medical Things (IOMT) 

The Internet of medical things (IoMT) has more security concern than IoT [21]. Device 

localization is used for better security management. Since the Internet of medical things (IoMT) 

has multi-level the security system must be built for each and every level separately. The major 

considerations in each level are stated below 

3.2.1 Data Level 

The data level is the initial stage and it must be more précised. The following are the 

considerations in data level. Here the sensors collect the data of the patient [22]. This must be 

vulnerable and sensors are directly connected to individual. The following are the privacy 

requirements of data level server.  

a) Confidentiality 

b) Integrity 
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c) Availability 

3.2.2 Sensor Level 

The sensor level is followed by the data level. These collects the data from the data 

level server and process it in this stage [23]. The data must be finely processed and stored. Here 

we focus on next level of consideration such as 

a) Tamper-proof hardware 

b) Localization 

c) Self-healing 

d) Over-the-air programming 

e) Forward and backward compatibility 

3.2.3 Personal Level 

The patient’s data will be stored here so we require additional security. Two types of 

authentication are followed here [24]. This is connected in a network which can be remotely 

accessed by the authorised persons. The data must be in correct form because the doctors use 

these data for the treatment of their patients.  

a) Device authentication 

b) User authentication 

3.2.4 Medical Server Level 

The patient’s reports are examined here so we have to take major considerations on this 

level. It must be accessed only by the authorised users [25]. All the medical history, currently 

monitored data will be present here. The altered data can even risk the life of patient. 

a) Access control 

b) Key management 
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c) Trust management 

d) Resistance of DoS attack 

Table 1. DOS attack on each layer 

Layers DOS Attack 

Physical layer Jamming, Node tempering 

MAC layer Collision & unfairness, Denial of sleep 

Network layer Spoofing, replying and wormhole, Homing, 

Hello flood 

Transport layer Flooding, De-synchronization 

Application layer Overwhelming sensor, Reprogramming 

attack, Route based DOS 

 

3.3 Security Schemes For Internet Of Medical Things 

The security scheme of Internet of Medical things is based on the cryptographic design, 

security analysis and application. Random number generator (RNG) is one of the important 

factors of security scheme. It comes under cryptography and biometric authentication is also 

discussed below.  

3.3.1 State-Of-Art 

A cryptographic algorithm is classified into two types namely, symmetric and 

asymmetric method. The asymmetric method is also called as public key authentication. 

Among these two, Asymmetric method works well but it requires high computational levels. 

Though IoMT’s sensor level is capable of low battery level we cannot dump huge calculations 

on it. The encryption and decryption method with minimal computation and less weight data 
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is applied to sensor level. On other hand the Transmission part requires high security levels. 

They are transmitted from personal level to medical level through public channels.  

In sensor level we require less weight data so public key authentication such as cloud 

based authentication, data storage and access controlled are used. In transmission level we 

require high level of security so we use symmetric method with less data consumption. Elliptic 

curve cryptography (ECC) is used instead of Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA). Access control 

and data transmission which are symmetric authentication with minimal data is utilized by 

IOMT. It is also been used as session key for hybrid security schemes. Mutual authentication, 

A&T, forward security and contextual privacy are used to avoid the attacks such as 

eavesdropping, chosen plain text attack, reply and man-in-the-middle attack.  

The state-of-the-art uses RNG as security scheme. It is generated by pseudo-random 

number generator (PRNG). It is a simulation process done in computer software and the 

random seed is generated and with this random seed the RNGs are produced. The same seed 

will produce same sequence of data. True generators are required to avoid inhalation of 

attackers. Due to its computational capacity it is less used in IoMT. 

3.3.2 Biometric Authentication 

Many factors can be implemented to determine the identity of the authorised user. Most 

précised one is biometric authentication. But most of the IoMT devices uses numeric or 

alphanumeric passwords as authentication key. Implementation of the Biometric authentication 

in such small device is under research field. Biometric authentication performs two main 

operations such as identification and verification. Both does the same work matching. But they 

differ by matched data. The identification matches the input sample with all the samples in the 

database whereas verification matches the input sample with specified individual’s database.  
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Figure2. Block diagram of Biometric authentication system 

Enrolment phase and matching phase are the two main phases of the Biometric 

authentication. The user’s uncooked samples are recorded in the enrolment phase and they are 

processed by templates and features vectors and stored in the database. Matching phase will 

verify the given sample with the samples of database and get accessed only if it is matched. 

Physical biometric traits are used widely. They perform differently for each and every type of 

physical biometric traits. By combining these techniques we can achieve better results. 

3.4 Security Schemes for Implantable IOMT Devices 

The implantable IoMT device is specially designed to perform surgery in patient. This 

must be designed with proper restrictions to attackers, power consumption, communication and 
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emergency situations.  It must maintain high security because a small error can risk the life of 

the patient.  

3.4.1 Proxy Based Protection 

The proxy based security system has a proxy device placed between the implanted 

device and external device. This secondary device will provide security by producing a noise 

factor. It can be accessed only if the decoded data matches with the noise. It is known shortly 

as IMD and the above mentioned technique is called as IMD-shield. Shielding protects the 

device by producing noise. Other technique is IMD-Guard. Here the ECG signal is taken as 

shared key. It can be accessed only by the guardian and user. 

3.4.2 Distance Bounding 

Distance bounding is also called as proximity based access control. The security system 

is enhanced by limiting the distance between the implant and the external device. It is suitable 

for device with low bandwidth and it is applicable for charging and programming of IoMT. It 

reduces the wireless communication distance. It is technically called as inductive coupling. It 

is been used in medical implant communication system (MICS). Whose spectral bandwidth is 

around 402 Hz and 405 Hz, Its distance is reduced to 2m. For more accuracy it can be reduced 

less than 1m. 

3.4.3 ECG Based Encryption 

The implant device can capture ECG signals. so we can use the ECG signal as entropy 

source to encrypt a message. For an instance of security device with one time pad (OTP) uses 

inter-pulse as keyword and provide access to the system. Individual does not require 

remembering the password all the time. Though it has lot of merits and highly secure, it has 

few limitations which are stated below. 
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a) It cannot be used in emergency situation because it takes some time to prepare 

the data calculation. 

b) It produces distortion and attenuation easily with small movement and poor skin 

contact with the patient. 

c) It fails to eliminate false rejection rate. 

d) The measurements varies from original data and the data captured by IMD in 

different location. 

3.4.4 Analogue Shielding 

Adequate sensor robustness leads to analogue attack. The sensor is the important factor 

that causes this attack. This has very small amplitude and analogue in nature. So it produces 

false injected data. It makes noisy environment and these can be ignored by proper design 

architecture such as cable shielding in data transmission. 

3.4.5 Zero Power Consumption 

The zero power consumption is introduced to avoid power drawing issue. This depletes 

the battery of the implant. It always requires the communicational device to initialize with non-

power such as piezoelectric RF harvest. It can be even achieved by radio frequency energy 

harvest. It notifies a signal during initialization. It is suitable for devices which are connected 

closer and that are the drawback of the scheme. 

3.4.6 Anomaly Detection 

The battery of the IMD is reduced by resource depletion attack. They are identified and 

altered by changing the pattern of the architecture. It examines both the physical and 

behavioural characteristics of the IMD. It provides integrity alone. So there is a need for further 

security scheme to increase the performance. 
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4. Discussion 

The IoMT devices are best alternative for hospitalized treatment. Here the equipment 

is directly implanted on patient’s body and it provides continuous monitoring and prompt 

treatment can be availed at current time. It is cost effective and can be easily maintained. 

Security level must be in high level to enhance the performance of the system and provide 

secure healthcare to the patient. It is directly connected to the patient, for treating major 

problems such as cardiac, nerve and insulin. When the data is hacked it will reflect directly on 

patient’s life. Enhanced security scheme is required to avoid such malicious attack. 

 

Figure 3. Graphical Representation of Accuracy 

The hacking methodologies are faster than the security schemes. Every day they come 

up with new hacking methods and the administrator has to check each and every patch and has 

to update the anti-virus in the system. In healthcare system the device are implanted directly to 

patient’s body so we can wait till next update and wait for someone to repair the system. The 

security updates must be on air and such schemes are under research. Out of the schemes state-

of-the-art works well. It provides the needed security to the healthcare system. Biometric 

scheme is more accurate and provide high security level but due to the limitations of IMD, 

implementing biometric method is quite risky.   
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5. Conclusion 

In the recent decade, a massive growth is observed in the IoMT technology. It is one of 

the applications of IoT that faces similar issues as seen in other resource. It is similar to IoT 

but it is specially designed for medical use and for patients. It has proven well in the healthcare 

system. Due to size, design and wearable model it is attracted by the patients. It is also helpful 

to the healthcare professionals to look after the current status of the patient’s health. It will be 

very much useful in pandemic situations. It follows the architecture of IoT and it faces similar 

issues faced by IoT. To avoid this various methodologies are applied. Out of that state of the 

art works well and meets all the requirements. Biometric method works well and highly 

accurate but due to its limitations we cannot implement it right now. This ensures the safety, 

privacy, cyber and physical elements of the patient’s data. 
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